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A mangalkavya is a Bengali verse narrative that

celebrates the deeds of deities in order to win
their blessings. The mangalkavyas, which paid a
lot of attention to social reality, emerged in
Bengal at a time of dramatic socio-political
change. As poetic record of the compromise or
synthesis of opposed cultural formations, they
emerged from the indigenous religious cult of the
Bengalis as these engage in double dialectics,
with Brahminism on the one hand, and with the
politically dominant Muslims on the other.
Scholars can cite various examples of
mangalkavyas but the most popular among them
belong to the canon of goddess Manasa.
Beginning from the 15th century version written
by one Kana Haridatta of Barisal, to Vijaya Gupta’s
Manasamangal, also known as Padmapuran
(1494), and Vipradasa’s Manasa-vijaya (1495),
we find several 17th century texts written by
poets like Visnu Pala, Tantrabibhuti and
Jagatjivana Ghoshal. In more recent times,
scholars collated all the extant versions available
and brought out newer versions of the same and
it seems to be an ongoing process.
The portrayal of Manasa’s character is of
paramount importance in establishing her cult. As
Shiva's daughter (but only his daughter, being
born out of his seed but not in anyone’s womb),
and brought up by Vasuki and Kasyapa, she is the
goddess of all snakes and serpents, and matriarch
of the whole world. Padmavati-Padma in short —
or Manasa or Visahari, the mistress of poison, as
she is commonly called — can grant liberation at
will, dispel darkness and gloom with the light of
her radiant countenance, and satisfy mortal
desires with a nod of her head. This goddess of
snakes (a rather subaltern figure in the hierarchy
of others goddesses) has held her sway over
eastern India, particularly West Bengal and
Bangladesh, for several centuries in the domestic
sphere through the various texts known as the
mangalkavyas and the puranas. Interestingly it is
in East Bengal that the Manasa cult and its
accompanying texts have enjoyed the greatest
popularity. But unlike the god Shiva or his
consort Chandi, Manasa had a tougher time
finding a place for herself and her sister Neta than
her rival Chandi, and remained more of a
subaltern deity. Till date there isn’t any single text
that can be mentioned to give an authentic or

The deeds of deities
The present volume under review is a composite prose
retelling of the Manasa legends rather than a complete
rendering of a single text, which is the more common
scholarly practice... A review by somdatta mandal

complete version of her story.
The present volume under review is
a composite prose retelling of the
Manasa legends rather than a complete
rendering of a single text, which is the
more common scholarly practice.
Drawing upon a number of the major
versions in Bengali, the author has tried
to produce a narrative incorporating all
the key episodes found in several extant
versions, namely those written by
Tantrabibhuti, Vipradasa, KetakdasKsemananda, Vijaya Gupta, Narayan
Dev, Ray Binod, and also the ‘modern’
version of Radhanath Raychaudhuri.
Besides his attempt at stringing together
a consistent narrative, Haq admits that
he has taken certain liberties in using
these sources, as all Manasamangal
authors have done, “adding a flourish
here and a flourish there and leaving out
bits, but keeping narrative consistency in
view.”(38). He has also taken recourse to
indigenous theatre performances related
to Manasa that are still widely popular in
parts of Bangladesh. For instance, taking
a cue from Syed Jamil Ahmed he
mentions five performances that were
based on unpublished local versions of
the mangalkavya that included elements
not found elsewhere. As is common with
the living tradition of oral poetry and folk
theatre, nowhere was a script rigidly
adhered to, and in every performance
there was scope for improvised
interpolations. He has also kept literary
interest and comprehensiveness of
treatment in mind in deciding which
source or sources to use for a particular
chapter. The Bengali Manasa tales are
divided into episodes called palas where the
whole story unfolded over the days like a soap
opera, but Haq found it convenient to split the
story into chapters as in a novel.
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For students of business
With the Western influence so high on
youngsters from schools and colleges these
days, this book is like a breath of fresh air when
it comes to instilling thought processes of
Indian systems… A review by pashupati saha
SURESH Padmanabhan’s Street Street Smart: Beyond MBA
by SURESH PADMANABHAN
Smart: Beyond MBA speaks on
Manjul Prakashan
the behaviours, traits and beliefs
Rs 175.00
of the indigenous business communities of India. It is an honest
narrative of the author’s personal experience in understanding
the wealth-wisdom of 15 successful business communities,
including Marwaris, Jains, Parsis, Sindhis, Ismailis or Agakhanis,
Kammas and Reddys of Andhra Pradesh, Chettiars, Tamil
Brahmins and the Kathiyawadis of Gujarat, among others.
It is a good read for any MBA student as there is only a handful
of Indian content for business schools in this country. With the
Western influence so high on youngsters from schools and colleges these days, the book is like a breath of fresh air when it
comes to instilling thought processes
of Indian systems.
The author puts due importance on
a healthy family life for an individual
to be economically successful. People
from the communities profiled know
that if family life is good then business life follows suit. They believe in
maintaining a strong work-life balance and that probably is the most
important insight for any prospective
businessman to follow. Truly, what is
the use of making big money if the
family ties are broken?
It is an authentic expression of an
author who has had over 18 years of
experience in connecting with millions through his workshops. Street Smart: Beyond MBA helps
instill values of goodness within youngsters by learning to respect
the sacrifice of the elders in their families. It also speaks about
taking pride in the culture and tradition of India. Padmanabhan’s
earlier book on money matters titled I Love Money, released in
2008 and became an international bestseller in its category. He
firmly believes that materialism and spirituality can coexist in
complete harmony and his aim is to impact millions of lives in
relation with money, life and spirituality.
Padmanabhan believes that India is a magical country with
immense diversity, thus creating huge opportunities to learn and
grow from different values, traditions, cultures and belief systems. He claims to have shared practical, tried and tested, and
easily applicable ideas in the book that would equally help anyone who is in business or intend to do business in future or someone who is in a job, by shaping their belief systems. In his book,
the author also says that there is no substitute to being street
smart and learning from the school of life is most significant.
the reviewer is a freelance contributor

The preliminary episodes that feature in many
East Bengal versions begin with a creation of
myth and move on to Puranic tales of gods,
goddesses, asuras (or demons), wars between
gods and demons, touchy sages and their curses,

the birth of Manasa, her exploits in the celestial
sphere and also in the mundane realm. Thus
comprehensiveness and continuity is achieved
and the narrative progresses smoothly from
mythic time to earthly time and acquires earthly
resonances. The inclusion of the preliminary
episodes turns a drama into an epic and Haq has
tried to follow the epic course while highlighting
the dramatic elements at the same time. So along
with lesser-known facts, we get the more wellknown episodes of how Manasa
easily wins the allegiance of
everyone except the wealthy
merchant Chand, who holds fast in
his devotion to Shiva despite
seeing his sons massacred. Then a
celestial couple is incarnated on
earth to fulfil Manasa’s design:
Behula, wife to Lakshmindar, one
of Chand’s slain sons, undertakes
a harrowing odyssey to restore
him to life with Manasa’s help,
ultimately persuading Chand to
bow to the snake goddess.
Throughout the narrative we find
Padma repeatedly making efforts
to become established as a
significant deity on earth,
sometimes taking recourse to
wily machinations not quite
expected from a goddess.
An interesting section in Haq’s
narrative includes a chapter
entitled “The Battle with Hassan
and Hossain” and according to
it, these two Muslim brothers
are part of the game-plan in
Padma's aim not merely to strike
terror but to win converts. As
the story goes, they were
actually Chandis sons who were
conceived when she had
surrendered to Shiva one day
when he was disguised as a
Muslim soldier. So, after an
easy winning over a community
of cowherds, when Padma and
Neta come against a formidable
enemy who are the Muslim
rulers of a kingdom, the
brothers Hassan and Hossein, the conflict is of
epic dimension and ends in the comprehensive
destruction of the Muslim forces and the
surrender of their king, Hassan (though it was
expected that through their divine clairvoyance,
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Padma and Neta would long before have
recognised their half-brothers). Some scholars
have dismissed this inclusion as not simply a part
of the syncretic cult prevalent in Bengal like the
other prevailing cult of worshipping Bonbibi.
According to Haq, instead of simply seeing this
episode as a dramatic rendering of the social
evolutionary process whereby Bengali Muslims
accommodated themselves to an indigenous cult
like that of Manasa, it is better we see this as a
premodern phenomenon when the rigid religious
differences between Hinduism and Islam did not
become so marked as it did in the colonial 19th
and 20th centuries.
A Professor of English at Dhaka, Kaiser Haq
has been known primarily as a wonderful poet
from the subcontinent. So without the burden of
glossary and critical notes, he manages to tell us
the tale of Manasa in a mellifluous prose style
which at times reminds us of the carnivalesque.
The ease with which he delivers the tale from the
puranic to the folk tradition in a consistently
contemporary colloquial style (with a smatter of
American usages here and there too) is
noteworthy. Let us savour the miraculous birth of
Manasa, who did not emerge naturally from a
maternal womb:
Shiva walked into the park one day and
reposed on a flowery couch in a bower. As wild
birds and animals copulated with abandon all
around, he was pierced by the invisible arrows of
Kama and lay roasting in the fires of lust.…He
transferred his semen to a lotus leaf and returned
to his bower… a huge egg took shape from it. He
(sage Kasyapa) went into yogic meditation to
learn more about it. He decided to hatch a
daughter for the great god out of it. So he placed
it in a golden bowl and invited all the gods to
witness the divine birth… Presently there
emerged from the gigantic egg a ravishing maiden
whose beauty would charm all three realms —
earth, underworld, and the heavens. She stood,
radiantly fair in complexion, triple-eyed, and four
armed, casting an everlasting spell on all who saw
her. The Gandharvas sang, the vidyadhari
demigoddesses danced, the apsaras cavorted to
celebrate the arrival of the new goddess. (115)
In the 28 -page long ‘Introduction’ titled
“Sympathy for the Devi: Snakes and Snake
Goddesses in Hinduism”, Wendy Doniger begins
her article by mentioning how snakes are a sacred
and sinister presence throughout the history of
Hinduism, and ideas about them and images of
them that appear in many early texts resurface
later in the tale of Manasa. Her erudition
definitely adds to the USP of the book but the
layman might get a bit confused while reading
about all the snakes that appear in the Vedas, the
Mahabharata, the stories of Krishna and Kaliya,
Nagas in early Indian Buddhism, and so on.
the reviewer is professor, department of
english, visva-bharati university
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Stories of hope and emancipation
A recent event that aimed to
address the various facets in
the gender inequality
discourse, made its point
quite well, writes
trisha bhattacharya

The history of men’s opposition to women’s
emancipation is more interesting perhaps than the
story of that emancipation itself
— Virginia Woolf

or scalpels.”
At a time when India is trying to reconcile itself
between the past and fast-changing times, the duality of
its, frankly, hypocritical society is ever more compelling to
comprehend. One would do well to keep the example of
sex-worker-turned-poet-and-civil-rights-activist Maya
Angelou in mind. Her life went from enduring sexual
violence to writing the cult autobiography, I Know Why
the Caged Bird Sings.
At the event, the series of performances staged by some
very renowned artists were juxtaposed with interviews
that portrayed some untold stories featuring women who
have emerged as beacons of hope amid the continuous
darkness of despair. Baithali Ganguly has been fighting a
battle against human trafficking for two decades now
through an NGO named Jabala. It shelters victims of
trafficking and rehabilitates them. What are her feelings
when her story of struggle is celebrated? She said, “I don’t

not always on the opposite side of the “us versus them”
divide. It is on such strong foundations that memories of
shared struggles become agents of change for society at
large. As poetess Pranati Tagore says, “We talk about
emancipation but are we honest about ourselves? Men are
not the only enemy of feminism but women, too.” In this
regard, Rabindranath Tagore’s Suorani aar Duorani was
quite aptly voiced by Sohini Sengupta.
In the quagmire that constitutes gender issues in India,
there’s another law that needs to be highlighted — the
Protection of Women Against Domestic Violence Act, 498
(a). Supranav Dash featured the journeys of some men
who have fallen prey to the inherent loopholes in the law.
There are husbands like Pratik Ganguly, a businessman,
who married his childhood sweetheart. When some years
later he found his wife involved in an affair with his
business partner, he was slapped with section 498(a) after
filing a divorce. Same went for Kishaloy Chakraborty who

GIVEN our welcome shift in attitude when it comes to
talking about gender inequalities these days, one would
have imagined a lot more being done to address the
same. Unfortunately, that’s hardly the case. RNB The
eProject, however, aimed to illustrate the myriad shades
of gender and its identities recently through a unique mix
of arts with some untold stories of emancipation and
empowerment thrown in for good measure.
In a world full of people who are ready to shower one
with pellets of “well-meaning” advice on life, one is taught
from a young age that a particular gender is dependent
on the other for its survival. Yet such demarcations are
not limited to gender alone— anybody who is not fair,
straight or from an upper class family has to deal with
some form of oppression on a daily basis. The beauty in a
situation so bleak is that from such ashes of tyranny rise
stories of courage and hope.
As India grapples with questions over the Indian Penal
Code’s anachronistic Section 377, Dabalina Majumdar, a
young filmmaker, has come up with a short film based on
a true story named Teen Shotti (Three Truths) in which a
couple has been showcased raising an eight-year-old boy.
But the crux of the story is both parents belong to the
same sex — Aatreyee Basu and Sanghamitra Mitra and
Sohini Sengupta and Swatilehka Sengupta drive the point home.
their son Tunai is from Mitra’s first husband. It portrays
the hardships they had to endure in order to live
want all this. If as a result of these events people give
married a wealthy doctor but was cheated on. But he was
together. On asking Majumdar to showcase her movies on some money for my girls, then it would be any use,
dragged to court with 498(a) after a plea of separation
homonormativity through a “big” production house, the
otherwise it’s a complete waste of time.”
and was in jail for 40 days. Chakraborty’s father, the only
filmmaker answered, “No halls will be given for screening
Swarna Chitrakar, a patua, (scroll painters of a
family he had, died after as he was unable to withstand
the movies, let alone a big production house.” She would traditional art form called Patachitra from West Bengal)
that shock.
have you know that her movies have broken the
struggled to revive her art form, which dominated her
All facts considered one feels empowerment must come
mainstream structure of man-woman love and Poushali
identity. During her voyage, her husband was her most
from all sectors of society. The stories worthy of
Basak, a queer activist, confirms that.
loyal companion. When she was fighting for her existence celebration should talk about kindred individuals and
On the other hand, one may think that sex
by making art, he was one who raised their children and
their saga. It is high time that their songs are heard —
reassignment surgery could be of help, but it is also about looked after the household. Therefore, when one
songs that talk about the experiences of growth and
loving one’s body. Prabhat, an ex-footballer and a “transdiscusses women’s empowerment, a contrary view to
evolution as people embraced their true selves to make a
man” who thinks he is a man from within, said, “It is all
stereotypical notions of men always suppressing women
difference in their own and the lives of those around
about how you see yourself. There is no need for scissors
has to be included as part of the wider discourse. Men are them.
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